Abstract: Right-handed sneutrinos are natural components of left-right symmetric supersymmetric models where the gauge sector is extended to include right-handed weak interactions. Unlike in other models where right-handed sneutrinos are gauge singlets, here the right sneutrino is part of a doublet and could be a dark matter candidate whose annihilation proceeds via gauge interactions. We investigate this possibility, and find that relic density, low-energy observable and direct supersymmetry search constraints can be satisfied when the lightest supersymmetric particle is a right-handed sneutrino. We introduce benchmarks for left-right supersymmetric realizations where either a sneutrino or a neutralino is the lightest superpartner. We then study the LHC signals arising through resonant right-handed slepton production via a W R gauge-boson exchange that lead to final states enriched in leptons, additionally containing a large amount of missing transverse momentum, and featuring a low jet multiplicity. We find that such a resonant production would boost the chances of discovering these weakly interacting supersymmetric particles for a mass range extending beyond 1 TeV already with a luminosity of 100 fb −1 . Finally, we compare sneutrino versus neutralino scenarios, and comment on differences with other sneutrino dark matter models.
Introduction
While the LHC Run 1 has established the existence of a Higgs boson with properties consistent with those of the Standard Model (SM) one [1, 2] and found no other new particles, the outstanding theoretical problems of the SM remain unresolved. In addition, the existence of dark matter (DM) weighs heavily on the list of experimentally observed but theoretically unexplained problems. One could argue that supersymmetry (SUSY), which provides the best motivated candidate for DM in the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), still stands as the best candidate of physics beyond the SM. Unfortunately no signals of supersymmetry have been observed yet, discrediting its simplest incarnation, the constrained minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM). In the latter configuration, direct collider bounds push the masses of the strongly interacting supersymmetric partners (gluino and squarks) to be larger than about 1 TeV, which also affects sleptons (their masses being derived from the same universal scalar mass m 0 as the squarks) and electroweak gauginos (their masses depending on the same universal mass m 1/2 as the gluino). In addition, the higgsino mass is under pressure from direct searches, leading to a situation in which neutralino DM (either bino-or higgsino-dominated) is in jeopardy. An alternative solution would be to abandon the minimal spectrum of the MSSM and introduce additional symmetries and/or particles which could serve as DM candidates, keeping in mind that SUSY mass limits depend critically on the nature and on the mass of the LSP.
A viable DM alternative has been provided by the sneutrino, which requires the MSSM to be augmented by at least one right-handed (RH) neutrino superfield [3, 4] . The lefthanded (LH) sneutrino of the MSSM has a non-zero hypercharge and is thus excluded as a DM candidate. Its coupling to the Z boson indeed causes it to annihilate too much in the early Universe, yielding a relic density much lower than the one measured by the WMAP and Planck satellites [5, 6] . In addition, the presence of a RH neutrino superfield helps in providing a mechanism for generating light neutrino masses which is otherwise absent in the MSSM.
The phenomenology of the MSSM with RH sneutrinos has been investigated in detail, including implications for direct and indirect DM detection, signals at the LHC, and restrictions on the model parameter space [7] . One could also abandon the MSSM formalism and look for extended supersymmetric models, which cure some of the problems that the MSSM inherits from the SM and where the sneutrino emerges as a natural DM candidate [9] . However, most analyses have been performed in the case where the sneutrino is a gauge singlet, which results in LH and RH sneutrino mixings through additional Yukawa and trilinear couplings independent of the LH sneutrinos.
No full investigation exists for the case where RH sneutrinos belong to doublets and the theory possesses a symmetry linking the interactions of the LH and RH fields. * This is the case of the supersymmetric left-right model (LRSUSY) which we propose to investigate here. The LRSUSY model includes three generations of RH neutrino superfields (as parts of RH lepton doublets), and a seesaw as the mechanism for generating the neutrino masses [10] emerges from choosing a triplet representation for the Higgs field responsible for the breaking of the left-right symmetry. The RH neutrino partners are the RH sneutrinos, one of which could be the LSP and thus be a DM candidate. We expect the collider signatures of this model to differ from the cases in which the RH sneutrino is a singlet, as now the sneutrino can couple differently, through gauge interactions.
Left-right supersymmetric models have been explored before [11] . They have several attractive features, such that the fact that they account for neutrino masses, parity violation, disallow explicit R-parity violation, offer a solution to the strong and weak CP violation problems without requiring to introduce an axion [12] , and explain the absence of excessive SUSY CP violation. Left-right symmetry is moreover favored by many extra-dimensional models and many gauge unification scenarios, such as SO (10) . We shall explore here leftright supersymmetric realizations which, while protecting against spontaneous R-parity * In Ref. [8] , the authors consider a different version of left-right models, where an additional (s)neutrino, singlet under SU(2)L and SU(2)R, is added. The seesaw mechanism induces a mixing between the lefthanded, right-handed, and singlet sneutrinos which can yield the right relic density through Z-channel annihilation.
violation, introduces only one extra singlet superfield. A specific related aspect that has been overlooked so far concerns the possibility of resonantly producing supersymmetric particles at colliders, in particular due to the presence of extra gauge and Higgs bosons. In this context, we explore dark matter constraints and the expected resonant collider signals, paying particular attention to distinguishing features.
Our work is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we give a description of the model, with a particular emphasis on the slepton, sneutrino, chargino and neutralino sectors. We impose current experimental constraints on the model and define our benchmarks in Sec. 3. We then discuss the phenomenology for cases where the dark matter candidate is either a sneutrino or a neutralino in Sec. 4 and analyze the characteristic signature of this model at the LHC in Sec. 5. Finally, we summarize and conclude our analysis in Sec. 6.
2 A Left-Right Supersymmetric Model with R parity conservation
Model description
There are several realizations of a left-right symmetry in supersymmetry. In its general formulation, the model is based on the
The embedding as a gauge symmetry of the only quantum number left ungauged in the SM, B − L where B and L stand for the baryon and lepton numbers, is an additional attractive feature. The model contains left and right fermion doublets, as well as two sets of gauge bosons lying in the adjoint representation of the SU (2) L and SU (2) R groups and a neutral gauge boson connected to U (1) B−L . While R-parity, defined as R P = (−1) 3(B−L)+2s (with s being the spin of the particle), is imposed in the MSSM to avoid dangerous baryon and lepton number violating operators, explicit R-parity breaking is forbidden in LRSUSY by the model symmetries. Extra Higgs fields must be introduced to spontaneously break the LRSUSY symmetry group, of which SU (2) R Higgs triplets consist of the most attractive option as they induce a seesaw mechanism for neutrino mass generation [10] . R-parity may however not be conserved in this setup, this discrete symmetry being broken spontaneously as the vacuum prefers a solution in which the RH sneutrino gets a vacuum expectation value (VEV). Two scenarios have been proposed to remedy this situation. One possibility is to introduce an extra singlet Higgs boson so that a stable R-parity-conserving minimum is found once one-loop corrections are added to the potential [13, 14] , while a second option requires to add two new Higgs triplets uncharged under the B − L symmetry Ω(1, 3, 1, 0) and Ω c (1, 1, 3, 0) to break the left-right symmetry spontaneously while conserving R-parity at tree-level [15] . Here we adopt the former, as it is a more minimal realization, for which we present a short description below.
The matter sector of our LRSUSY model contains quark and lepton doublet superfields,
where the respective representations under the 5) and includes gaugino mass terms (first bracket), scalar mass terms (the m 2 terms) and trilinear scalar interactions whose strengths are given by the T couplings. For consistency with the superpotential, a linear ξ term has also been introduced.
and v S VEVs can be chosen real and non-negative, while the only complex phases which cannot be rotated away by means of suitable gauge transformations and field redefinitions are denoted by the explicit angles α 1 , α 2 and α s . However, the CPviolating
, and is constrained to be small by K 0 −K 0 mixing data. To reduce the dimensionality of the parameter space, we therefore assume the hierarchy
This choice originates from the existing constraints on the SU (2) R gauge bosons that impose the RH VEVs to be large. In the supersymmetric limit, the F -terms and Dterms vanish, when λ R v 1R v 2R = ξ F and v 1R = v 2R [13] . On the other hand, the singlet VEV v S is induced by the SUSY-breaking linear term ξ S so that its natural scale is the supersymmetry-breaking scale. We finally realize an ad-hoc hierarchy v 1 , v 2 ≫ v ′ 1 , v ′ 2 ≈ 0 by setting λ 4 and λ 5 and the corresponding SUSY-breaking parameters small. This is a convenient setup where one, for instance, avoids potentially large flavour-changing neutral currents. For further references, we define tan β = v 2 /v 1 and tan
The D-term contribution to the scalar potential (neglecting the squark pieces) is given by
Tr(2∆ †
which yields, when expanded around the minimum of the potential, to a coupling between the SM-like Higgs boson and the imaginary parts of RH sneutrino fields. Such a coupling is given, when the small neutrino Yukawa couplings are neglected, by 8) where α stands for the mixing angle between the φ 0 1 and ϕ 0 2 fields and where the approximated form holds in the alignment limit. This coupling is essential when computing DM annihilation rates in the case of a RH sneutrino LSP. At moderate or large values of tan β, cos 2β ≃ −1 so that λ hν RIνRI is nearly independent of any free parameter, in particular if we assume g R ≈ g L .
Minimizing the Higgs potential and solving the
system of equations, we derive the masses and compositions of the various Higgs bosons. The correct minimum of the potential can however only be evaluated once the one-loop Coleman-Weinberg effective potential
is included. Without this correction, the minimum would indeed be not phenomenologically acceptable and correspond to the charge-breaking configuration
We refer to and use the results of the recent extensive analysis of Ref. [14] for the calculation of the masses and mixing pattern of the Higgs sector, and focus in the following subsections on the slepton, sneutrino, chargino and neutralino sectors more relevant for this work in which we wish to highlight the possibility for the sneutrino to be the LSP. It is nonetheless equally interesting to look into the phenomenology of the other sectors of the model when a sneutrino LSP is featured. This is left for future work.
Charged sleptons and sneutrinos
In the interaction basis (L i L ,L i R ), the squared-mass matrix for the sleptons is given by
where µ eff = λ 3 v s / √ 2 and where the D-terms read
) and
We then extract the scalar and pseudoscalar sneutrino mixing matrices that are of the form
In the scalar case, the mass matrix entries are
14)
where D 11 and D 22 are given in Eq. (2.12). The terms depending on the Yukawa couplings Y 2 L that should have been included within the diagonal blocks have been neglected, as they need to be small to get viable neutrino masses. Moreover, the RH-LH neutrino mixing term will turn to be small as well, unless T 2 L is large. The pseudoscalar mass matrix entries are given by
. Adopting large values for λ R and a choice of positive parameters implies that the last term of Eq. (2.15) will drive the sneutrino masses. One of the pseudoscalar states, with a flavour aligned with the largest element in the Y 4 L matrix, will be the LSP unless the corresponding soft supersymmetry breaking mass term is significantly larger than the other terms.
Charginos and neutralinos
We refer to Ref. [17] for detailed information on the chargino and neutralino sector of the model. We recall below the corresponding mass matrices that will be useful for the design of the benchmark scenarios relevant for this work.
The model has six singly-charged charginos whose associated mass matrix can be written in the (∆
Although the particle spectrum contains twelve neutralinos, the corresponding mass matrix can be arranged into three block-diagonal pieces when the LH triplet and two neutral bidoublet Higgs bosons are inert. The first two blocks are expressed, in the (δ 1L ,δ 2L ) and (φ 2 ,φ 1 ) bases, as
whilst the last block reads, in the (
where we have defined
3 Constraints on the spectrum and model parameters
We study in this work the collider signals associated with sneutrino dark matter LRSUSY scenarios at the LHC. As we shall argue in the following, the resonant production of RH sleptons via a W R -boson exchange is a promising channel. Moreover, the decay chains of heavier superpartners to sneutrinos typically lead to multileptonic final states, and the corresponding SM background is small. We have computed the particle spectrum with SPheno-3.3.8 [18] , the model files being generated with Sarah [19] . For a reliable computation of the doubly-charged Higgs mass, we have used the dedicated method introduced in Ref. [20] . We have then scanned the parameter space to design our four benchmark scenarios. we describe in the next subsections the constraints that we have imposed and the corresponding phenomenological consequences of our benchmark design strategy.
Right-handed gauge sector
Unlike in non-supersymmetric left-right symmetric extensions of the SM, predictions for the masses of the right-handed gauge bosons exhibit an upper limit, which depends on the SUSY breaking scale [21, 22] , as the charge-conserving vacuum is not stable when v R ≫ M SUSY . However, such a limit does not hold if B −L = 0 triplets stabilize the vacuum and the right-handed gauge sector is extremely heavy, with masses of O(10 11 ) GeV [15] .
Both the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have searched for RH charged and neutral gauge bosons. Current bounds on such additional gauge bosons are derived from both their hadronic and leptonic decay channels [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] and are quite strong, the W R and Z R masses being constrained to lie above about 2.7 TeV. However, in the LRSUSY setup, the gauge bosons can easily possess additional decay modes to a pair of lighter supersymmetric particles (usually electroweakinos or sleptons) or to some of the new scalar bosons. All these new modes invariably affect the total decay width and the branching ratios of these gauge bosons so that the existing limits cannot be directly/blindly applied.
We define our benchmark points by setting the branching fraction of the W R -boson to supersymmetric final states to be of 10-15%, while the total branching ratio into SM final states is fixed to 65-70%. This implies that decays into Higgs states are as well possible. The current bound of 2.7 TeV obtained in the CMS dijet analysis [27] can thus be easily relaxed, the choice M W R = 2.7 TeV being perfectly viable.
We firstly adopt an optimistic benchmark scenario where the W R -boson mass is close to 2.7 TeV, which gives, since the RH triplet VEV and the Z R -boson mass are related,
We secondly include in our study a more pessimistic benchmark point where the W R -boson mass is larger,
The current LHC bounds on the existence of a Z R boson [26, 28, 29] are satisfied in both cases. Eventually, the LHC will probe higher W R masses. It has been shown that the discovery of W R bosons with masses reaching up to 5 TeV and their exclusion for masses as large as 6 TeV could be achieved with 300 fb −1 of proton-proton collisions at a centre-ofmass energy of √ s = 14 TeV [30] . Our LRSUSY parameterization allows for stable vacua featuring a heavy W R boson with a mass ranging of up to about 8 TeV. The total exclusion of W R bosons predicted in LRSUSY models nevertheless requires a higher collision energy than the one available at the LHC, as there will always remain parts of the parameter space where the W R boson can escape detection (see also discussion in Sec. 3.2).
The Higgs sector
In LRSUSY, the doubly-charged Higgs sector plays a central role, not only in terms of the construction of the model, but also for its phenomenology. The doubly-charged Higgs mass matrix has a negative eigenvalue at tree-level once the neutral component of the triplet gets a VEV, and one-loop corrections must be included for stabilizing the scalar potential [13] . The original work relied on the lepton-slepton contributions and hence the couplings of the leptons to the RH triplet Higgs superfield must be taken large for at least one generation. The same couplings however govern the decays of the doubly-charged Higgs boson and it is important to verify the consistency with the various LHC bounds. The latter are strong, with the exception of the case in which the doubly-charged Higgs boson decays into a ditau final-state [31] [32] [33] . Such searches have so far managed to push strong bounds on setups where the lightest doubly-charged Higgs boson is of a LH triplet nature. These bounds can be evaded in typical LRSUSY scenarios for RH doubly-charged Higgs bosons, since the associated production of δ ±± δ ∓ through W ± L is not possible and in the pair production the triplet Higgs couples to the Z-boson only through the B − L and W 3R components leading to a suppression in the production cross section compared to the left-handed triplets. Whereas one may assume that the triplet Higgs superfield mostly couples to third generation (s)leptons, non-zero couplings to the other generations are needed to generate masses for the RH neutrinos. In order to evade all doubly-charged Higgs LHC constraints, we fix the model free parameters in a way in which the branching ratio of the doublycharged Higgs boson into muons and electrons stays below 10%.
Further constraints arise from the sign of the overall one-loop correction to the doublycharged Higgs mass, which depends on the slepton masses and v R . If the slepton masses are much smaller than v R , the correction will be negative and worsen the problem of the negative mass eigenvalue [22] . The large value of v R that we have adopted hence disfavors a light slepton option. It has however been recently found that the gauge and Higgs sectors can also significantly contribute to the doubly-charged Higgs mass, which opens up a window for lighter RH sleptons and sneutrinos [20] .
To obtain a heavy enough doubly-charged Higgs boson, we set the λ R parameter to a large value, which leads to a large contribution to the doubly-charged Higgs-boson mass from the Higgs sector. We moreover make the electroweakinos rather heavy for benchmarks featuring a sneutrino LSP in order to avoid a neutralino LSP. As mentioned in Sec. 2, we assume that the LH Higgs triplets are inert, so that the corresponding masses are determined by the soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters. Being less relevant for the phenomenology of interest, we set their value larger than 1 TeV.
Whereas in the work of Ref. [20] , the highest values for m ∆ ±± turned out to be around 650 GeV, stable vacua can still be achieved with doubly-charged Higgs boson masses slightly above 800 GeV. The projected LHC sensitivity for 100 fb −1 of luminosity shows a reach for a potential 3σ discovery that extends up to 950 GeV when the doubly-charged Higgs boson exclusively decays into electrons or muons [34] . The doubly-charged Higgs boson limits stemming from decay modes with tau leptons are not as stringent, due to the efficiency of tau identification. Excluding a 800 GeV doubly-charged Higgs boson decaying solely to same-sign taus would require an improvement of two orders of magnitude with respect to the latest CMS bound [33], which will be challenging even with 3000 fb −1 . It is therefore uncertain whether the LHC will be able to exclude the model on the basis of doubly-charged Higgs boson searches only due to the structure of the Yukawa couplings (and the various doubly-charged Higgs boson branching ratios). Moreover, if the vacuum is stabilized by the introduction of B − L = 0 triplets, the doubly-charged Higgs boson can be heavier and outside the reach of the LHC. Furthermore, the discovery of a doubly-charged Higgs boson would not be a signal specific to LRSUSY setups and should be used in conjunction with other measurements to draw conclusive LRSUSY statements. The discovery of a doublycharged scalar field along with doubly-charged higgsinos and a RH gauge boson would be a strong hint towards establishing a left-right supersymmetry without discovering any other SUSY particle, simply by virtue of the robustness of the signal. Such signals have therefore already been studied widely in the literature [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] , and in this work we focus on another sector of the model.
The upper limit on the tree-level mass of the SM-like Higgs-boson can be much larger than in the MSSM by the virtue of the extended gauge sector. If g L = g R , one finds [41] 
a value that can be easily lifted to about 125 GeV by incorporating the radiative corrections and by adjusting the stop masses and mixing. The latter depends on tan β, and for values close to one, the tree-level mass of the lightest scalar boson tends to vanish, like in the MSSM. However, the LRSUSY D-terms can increase the tree-level Higgs mass beyond values that are typical from the MSSM. Focusing on the rest of the Higgs sector, the second CP -even, the lightest CP -odd and the lightest singly-charged Higgs boson can have masses below or slightly above 1 TeV. Close to the alignment limit, their dominant decay modes involve third generation fermions and the related LHC reach is thus similar as for the heavier states of the MSSM. We choose a moderate value for tan β so that the bounds stemming from both the direct heavy Higgs-boson searches in the H/A → τ τ channel [42, 43] are weaker and the contributions to the rare B s → µµ decay are smaller than for large tan β. This has an additional advantage to suppress the mixing in the neutral Higgs sector, which may challenge the SM-nature of the lightest state and lead to a large deviation from the SM for the h → bb branching ratio [14] .
Turning to singly-charged Higgs bosons, indirect constraints originating from b → sγ data [44] suggest that they must be heavy [45] , at least if there are no cancellations in the SUSY loop-contributions to the single-charged Higgs-boson mass. This can be accommodated in LRSUSY setups if tan β R deviates from one and if v R is large. Such a deviation will subsequently impact one of the diagonal elements of the doubly-charged Higgs mass matrix, making it smaller, and render the task of satisfying the doubly-charged Higgs mass constraints more difficult. We therefore adopt tan β R ≃ 1.05 , (3.4) which, with our chosen values for v R , pushes all the MSSM-like Higgs states to be heavier than current LHC bounds. They have masses squared proportional to g 2 R v 2 R (tan 2 β R − 1) and are hence at most just above the TeV scale. Moreover, all additional scalar bosons have masses of the order of v R , v S , or of the LH triplet soft mass parameters and hence are a lot heavier.
The neutrino sector
The RH W R -boson directly decays into RH leptons and neutrinos, provided this decay channel is open. In this case, RH neutrinos could be significantly produced via the resonant production of a W R -boson, which offers a handle to constrain the masses of the RH neutrinos as a function of the W R -boson mass. As the RH neutrino subsequently decays through the N R → ℓW * R → ℓjj channel, the corresponding collider signal (pp → N R ℓ → ℓℓjj) is made of two charged leptons and two jets, the Majorana nature of the neutrino implying a similar amount of same-sign dilepton and opposite-sign dilepton events [46] . CMS has relied on these considerations to derive simultaneously bounds on the RH neutrinos and gauge bosons and express them as contours in the (M W R , M N R ) mass plane, both for the electronic and muonic channels [25] . The bounds are stronger when the neutrino masses lie in the [400 GeV, 1 TeV] mass window, the W R -boson being constrained to be heavier than 3 TeV. In contrast, for setups with neutrinos lighter than 200 GeV, like in the benchmark scenarios used in this study, the W R -bosons are instead only constrained by resonance searches in the dijet mode (see Sec. 3.1). We additionally verify that the (weaker) lower bounds extracted from LEP data are fulfilled, which requires the RH Majorana neutrino masses to be above about 90 GeV [47] .
As indicated in Sec. 3.2, the doubly-charged Higgs-boson is enforced to decay into an electron or a muon pair with a small branching ratio. This simultaneously drives the RH neutrino masses to low values, as they arise mostly from the Higgs triplet couplings. The lepton-slepton contributions to the doubly-charged Higgs mass cannot however be too negative to ensure that the LHC direct search limits are satisfied, which consequently provides an upper limit on these couplings. We hence set the Yukawa coupling matrix Y 4 L to be diagonal, and include a hierarchy on the diagonal entries so that the doubly-charged Higgs-boson ditau decay mode is associated with a branching ratio larger than 90%.
The neutralino and chargino sector
We investigate in this work scenarios in which a sneutrino is a DM candidate, so that neutralinos and charginos must be heavier. The mass of the gaugino-dominated states can be made heavy by setting the corresponding soft masses to large values and we use the singlet superpotential self-coupling λ S to prevent the singlino-dominated state to be too light and thus the LSP. The higgsino states are in contrast automatically heavy by virtue of the large v 1R , v 2R and v S values.
The LHC phenomenology connected to LRSUSY neutralino and chargino states has been recently analysed in Ref. [17] , where it has been shown that the leptonic channels are the best probes for LRSUSY neutralinos and charginos. The production rates are in general larger than in the MSSM for not too heavy gauginos, so that this additionally offers handles to distinguish the LRSUSY case from the MSSM. For a comparative study with cases where the neutralino is the LSP, we focus on LRSUSY realizations where the lightest neutralino is bino-dominated. In this case, we fix the bino soft-mass M 1 to a value yielding a DM relic density as measured by the Planck satellite.
Benchmark point definitions
As mentioned in Sec. 3.1, we consider two sneutrino LSP benchmark points, the first one (BP1) featuring a lighter W R -boson with M W R ≃ 2.7 TeV, and a second one (BP2) featuring a heavier RH gauge boson with M W R ≃ 3.5 TeV. We additionally define two comparative scenarios BP3 and BP4 where the lightest neutralino is bino-like and the LSP, for the same W R -boson masses of 2.7 and 3.5 TeV respectively.
We present the values of the most important model parameters in Table 1 , as extracted from our scanning procedure, and the relevant part of the particle spectrum in Table 2 . The latter also includes the values of several low-energy observables that have been used to constrain the model, enforcing the predictions to agree within two standard deviations 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.08 M 2L,R (GeV) 1200 900 700 700 Table 1 with the current experimental values. Whereas we only list the masses for the three lightest neutralino states, the next two lightest neutralinos are nearly degenerate in mass with thẽ χ 0 3 neutralino. In the BP1 case, the four lightest states are all higgsino-dominated and the fifth one is bino-dominated, whereas for the other benchmark points, the bino-dominated state is the lightest and the next four neutralinos are higgsino-dominated.
Dark matter phenomenology
In this section, we respectively focus on scenarios where the LSP is a sneutrino (Sec. 4.1) and a neutralino (Sec. 4.2). We explore the impact of small deviations from the benchmarks introduced in the previous section on the dark matter relic density and investigate how well this agrees with the observed value [6] ,
Ω DM being as usual the dark matter energy density evaluated relatively to the critical energy density of the universe and h the reduced Hubble parameter. We additionally investigate the robustness of the direct DM detection bounds as a function of the model parameters.
Sneutrino dark matter
If the particle spectrum is such that there is no DM co-annihilation channels significantly relevant, sneutrino LSP mostly annihilates via a SM-like Higgs-boson exchange in the s- Table 2 . The relevant particle spectrum of the four adopted benchmark points, presented together with the values of several low-energy observables suitable for constraining the model. All of the sleptons given here are RH. The subscripts R and I in sneutrinos refer to real and imaginary parts, respectively. All masses are given in GeV.
channel, as depicted in Fig. 1 . For setups where RH neutrinos are lighter than sneutrinos, a t-channel neutralino exchange diagram also exists, although it turns out to be suppressed for heavy neutralinos. We concentrate in this work on scenarios where the RH neutrinos are always heavier than the LSP. Dark matter relic density and direct detection constraints have been calculated with MadDM v2.0 [48] , and we have used MicrOmegas [49] to validate our findings. Due to the dominance of the relic density on the s-channel diagrams given in Fig. 1 , it only depends on the RH sneutrino mass. Existing bounds are found to be satisfied with sneutrinos having a mass lying in the [250 GeV, 290 GeV] range (provided all co-annihilation channels are negligible). We adjusted the lightest sneutrino mass to lie in this range for our benchmarks. For the exact BP1 and BP2 parameters, we obtain a relic density prediction of Ω DM h 2 = 0.119 and 0.116 for the BP1 and BP2 point respectively. In addition, the spin-independent cross sections for DM-nucleon scattering is smaller than 2.5 × 10 −10 pb for both benchmark scenarios, which agrees with the current bounds.
If the sensitivity of direct detection experiments increases by a factor of three, we should either see a signal or exclude typical benchmarks like BP1 or BP2. As the DMnucleon scattering is mediated mostly via the SM-like Higgs boson, a direct detection signal will be largely unaffected by the details of the unknown particle spectrum and thus provides a robust way of testing right sneutrino DM in LRSUSY models. In presence of coannihilations or large mixing between the left and right sneutrino sectors, the observed relic density may point to another mass range than in our case. Moreover, if heavier sneutrinos are allowed, the direct detection bounds are weaker and the exclusion will be more difficult.
We observe a remarkable feature originating from the left-right symmetry. By construction, the RH sneutrino fields are a part of SU (2) R doublets while the SM-like Higgs boson is in contrast originating mainly from the Higgs bidoublets. As the RH neutrino and Higgs bidoublet fields couple very strongly, the annihilation cross section is large enough for ensuring a correct relic density, even if the associated process occurs non-resonantly. The RH sneutrino coupling to the Z-boson is on the other hand weak enough for preventing dark matter annihilation to be too efficient. As a consequence, the only relevant parameters driving the relic density are the SU (2) R gauge coupling (see Eq. (2.8)) and the LSP mass, so that a correct relic density can be obtained for a broad range of LRSUSY realizations. This drastically differs from cases where RH sneutrinos are gauge-singlet and where a resonant annihilation is needed to guarantee a correct relic density, like in the next-tominimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM) extended with RH neutrinos [50] [51] [52] [53] , or when the dark matter candidate is a mixture of LH and RH sneutrinos [3, 7, 54, 55] . In both these cases, extra free parameters are available to tune the relic density to match the experimental bounds, in contrast with the LRSUSY setup unless one includes a large left-right mixing in the sneutrino sector.
The main DM annihilation channel proceeding via a Higgs-boson exchange, this consequently implies that the main sneutrino pair-production mode at the LHC will proceed via an s-channel Higgs-boson exchange as well. Typical DM searches relying on initialstate radiation would then be insensitive to this LRSUSY setup, the order of magnitude of the corresponding cross section being at the attobarn level due to a suppression by the weakness of the Higgs interactions with the QCD partons and the non-resonant configuration driven by the Higgs-boson and RH sneutrino mass difference. RH sneutrino are hence dominantly produced from the decay of other particles. One obvious candidate is the heavier MSSM-like Higgs state, but its (gauge) couplings to the sneutrinos whose form is similar to Eq (2.8) vanishes in the alignment limit. The dominant LHC RH sneutrino production mode therefore proceeds via the resonant production of a W R -boson.
Neutralino dark matter
LRSUSY neutralino dark matter has been already discussed in the past, but under assumptions different from ours. Ref. [56] considers neutralinos that are pure gauge eigenstates, so that their results must be generalized to the case where neutralinos are admixtures of electroweakinos and higgsinos, whereas Ref. [57] has built a LRSUSY model where B − L = 0 Higgs triplets are included and RH Higgs triplets VEVs are decoupled, forbidding the W R -induced production of pairs of superpartners.
In our LRSUSY parameterization, the composition of the lightest neutralino depends on the soft gaugino masses. We have chosen M 1 to be the smallest gaugino mass parameter to guarantee a bino-dominated LSP, and fix its value in order to obtain a relic density prediction in agreement with data. The M 1 parameter is nonetheless connected to the U (1) B−L gaugino (that we abusively call bino), so that it does not couple to the light gauge bosons and the bidoublet Higgs fields. The bino however mixes with the other gauginos, which ensures non-vanishing couplings to the Z-boson and the SM-like Higgs-boson.
The resulting relic density is in general too large and we need a resonant contribution to increase the DM annihilation cross section. For this reason, our neutralino LSP benchmarks feature aχ 0 1 mass slightly below half the Higgs-boson mass m h /2. The kinematically allowed h →χ 0 1χ 0 1 decay is suppressed since the LSP is bino-dominanted and the bidoublets are not charged under U (1) B−L . The corresponding branching ratios for the BP3 and BP4 cases are found to be about 4 × 10 −4 , which is of the same order as the SM Higgs-boson invisible branching ratio, and the associated relic density is respectively Ω DM h 2 = 0.107 and 0.124 for the two benchmark scenarios. Furthermore, the spin-independent and spindependent nucleon-DM scattering cross sections are of 3 × 10 −11 pb and 2 × 10 −6 pb for both benchmark points, which satisfies current direct detection bounds [58] .
5 Collider phenomenology at the LHC
Analysis strategy for discovering LRSUSY at the LHC
In the MSSM, the production of weakly interacting superpartners in proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV is limited, so that current search limits for sleptons and electroweakinos are weaker than for the strongly interacting sector. These searches additionally rely on a very high LHC luminosity to be sensitive to superparticles lying in the 1 TeV mass regime. Moreover, production cross sections for RH scalar partners are smaller than for LH partners for a given superparticle mass. This is one of the most crucial differences for the LRSUSY case, RH scalar production cross sections being here enhanced thanks to the gauging of the RH sector, on top of the fact that a RH sneutrino can be a good DM candidate.
Right-handed slepton and sneutrino production at the LHC is mediated by heavy RH gauge boson exchanges. The corresponding rates are enhanced if resonant configurations are reached, so that the LHC is possibly sensitive to high mass scales. In this section, we make use of resonant slepton and sneutrino production to show how robust and clean these signals can be and how they can provide handles for pushing the LHC reach for the BP1 BP2 BP3 BP4 Table 3 . W R -boson production cross sections for proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy √ s = 13 TeV, and W R branching ratios to sleptonic final states.
weakly-interacting sector beyond 1 TeV. We consider the production process
where we sum over all possible final states, i.e., we include three generations of sleptons and of scalar and pseudoscalar RH sneutrinos. We observe that the bulk of the cross section originates from on-shell W ± R production followed by its decays into a slepton-sneutrino final state. Our predictions rely on the UFO libraries [59] outputted by Sarah to generate the relevant hard-scattering matrix elements with MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [60] . More precisely, we convolute these matrix elements with the NNPDF 2.3 sets of parton densities [61] to obtain the leading-order cross section values indicated in Table 3 , the branching ratios being those returned by SPheno. We find that the smaller W R -boson production cross sections for the BP2 and BP4 cases are partly compensated by the larger branching ratios, but will also feature a sleptonic decay phase space configuration where a slightly harder transverse-momentum (p T ) is expected for the heavy gauge boson decay products.
As O(100 fb −1 ) of integrated luminosity can be recorded by the LHC current and future runs, our cross section results show that a fairly reasonable number of signal events could be expected for our typical benchmark scenarios. Slepton production could hence be a promising mode to look for LRSUSY signals provided the SM background could be reduced.
We start with processes in which the lightest sneutrino is produced. For the BP2, BP3 and BP4 scenarios, charged sleptons almost always decay into a charged lepton of the same flavor and a light neutralinoχ 0 1 . In contrast, in the BP1 scenario, this decay mode only occurs with a probability of about 30% and sleptons mostly decay into a ℓχ 0 5 final state with a branching ratio of 70%. The heavierχ 0 5 neutralino then decays entirely into a final-state system made of a W -boson and the lightest chargino that further decays, with a 100% probability, into the LSP and a tau lepton. When the lightest neutralinoχ 0 1 is the LSP for the BP3 and BP4 scenarios, it decays invisibly for the BP2 scenario so that the three benchmarks will feature a similar signature,
For the case of the first benchmark scenario, extra signatures have to be considered, in particular as a same-sign dilepton signal could arise due to the Majorana nature of the intermediateχ 0 5 state,
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The golden same-sign dilepton signal however suffers from the low W -boson leptonic branching fraction. On the other hand, heavier sneutrinos produced in association with charged sleptons decay down to a chargino and a charged lepton (e or µ) almost half of the time, which suggests that at least one highly energetic final-state charged electron or muon can be expected in such processes. For simplicity, we ignore all electronic or muonic tau decays in the rest of our analysis, although τ -enriched final states would be more frequently produced as the sneutrino LSP is of the τ flavor. In Fig. 2 we present the charged lepton multiplicity of the signal that is expected for the different benchmark points (left) as well as for the dominant source SM background (right). The predictions are calculated at the parton level and the results have been normalized to 1. This suggests to consider two possible signal signatures,
where ℓ = e ± or µ ± and the constraint on the jet multiplicity originates from the topology of the signal that is poor in final-state jets. Even if appealing, the second LRSUSY signal handle (ii) may be challenging to use, the associated production rate being expected to suffer from an important suppression relative to the first signature (i). We therefore focus, for this pioneering study, on final-state systems containing one or more charged leptons accompanied by a large amount of missing transverse momentum / E T and a small number of jets. The dominant source of SM background is expected to consist of charged-current Drell-Yan-like production (in association with jets) where typical final-states feature a single hard lepton (as shown in the right panel of Fig. 2 ) and missing energy carried by the final-state neutrino. Top quark-antiquark pair production also contributes when leptonic top quark decays are considered, as well as various diboson production channels that traditionally give rise to lepton-enriched final-states featuring missing energy as well. Neutral current Drell-Yan events could in principle contribute, but the corresponding finalstate does not usually exhibit a large amount of missing energy so that it can be rejected quite strongly with an appropriate missing energy selection, such as the one performed in our analysis (see below). We have also verified that triboson contributions are negligible after event selection, so that both the neutral-current Drell-Yan-like and triboson processes have been omitted from our simulation.
Signal and background hard scattering events have been generated at the leadingorder accuracy with the MadGraph5 aMC@NLO program, using the NNPDF 2.3 parton density sets, and matched with the parton shower infrastructure and hadronization framework of Pythia 8.2 [62] . Our simulation strategy furthermore follows the MLM merging scheme [63] for combining event samples featuring a different jet multiplicity. We have simulated the response of an LHC-like detector by employing the Delphes 3.0 program [64] and finally reconstructed all final-state jets by means of the anti-k T algorithm [65] as embedded into FastJet [66] .
The transverse momentum p ℓ T and pseudorapidity η ℓ of all electron and muon candidates are required to satisfy We have moreover imposed that all reconstructed objects are isolated from each other in the transverse plane, their angular distance ∆R being required to be larger than 0.4 (0.5 in the case of two jets). In order to optimize the selection to push the signal-to-noise ratio to a large level, we use the MadAnalysis 5 software [67] to implement our phenomenological analysis. We require the presence of at least one reconstructed lepton and at most three reconstructed jets,
and constrain the amount of transverse missing energy to satisfy We moreover veto all events featuring either isolated photons with a p T greater than 10 GeV or b-tagged jets, using b-tagging efficiencies and misstagging rates typical of the CMS detector (and implemented in the Delphes detector parameterization). The above selections allow us to reduce all backgrounds (the b-tagged jet requirement specifically aiming to reduce the tt background) to a large extent while maintaining a signal efficiency of about 50%. The largest background contribution comes at this stage from charged-current DrellYan-like events and still overwhelms the signal. The latter however features leptons and missing energy originating from the decay of very massive superpartners. This can be used to design an appropriate selection, relying on, e.g., the transverse mass M T (ℓ 1 , / E T ) of the system made of the leading lepton and the missing transverse energy. This observable is represented in Fig. 3 for both the four signal benchmark scenarios (left) and the backgrounds (right) after that all the previous selections have been applied. We additionally compare the signal and background distributions in the missing transverse momentum (Fig. 4) and in the transverse momentum p T (ℓ 1 ) of the leading lepton (Fig. 5) . This demonstrates that all these three observables yield neat handles for enhancing the signal over background ratio, the signal spectra for each case being much harder than the background ones. Analyzing the signal only, we observe that the distributions are harder for the BP3 and BP4 scenarios than for the BP1 and BP2 scenarios. This results from the superparticle spectrum associated with these scenarios (see Table 2 ), which features an important mass gap between the light LSP and the charged sleptons that decay into the LSP and the corresponding lepton. This contrasts with the BP1 and BP2 benchmarks where leptons also originates from slepton decays, but where there is not such a large mass gap with the LSP. From the above considerations, we impose a set of three selections,
GeV and p T (ℓ 1 ) > 100 GeV for ℓ = e, µ , (5.9) which yields to an important background rejection, as illustrated in Table 4 for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb −1 .
The LHC turns out to be sensitive to the BP3 and BP1 scenarios that feature a lighter W R boson with a mass of about 2.7 TeV with a statistical significance of 11σ and 5σ respectively. Although the BP2 and BP4 scenarios suffer from the reduction of the signal Table 5 . Number of events surviving each step of a typical LRSUSY selection targetting the signature (ii) of Eq. (5.4). We assume (and omit), as a preselection, the analysis depicted in Table 4 .
cross section induced by the W R -boson mass of about 3.5 TeV, significances of 3σ and 1.86σ are obtained. As evident from Fig. 5 , the BP2, BP3 and BP4 benchmarks implies a p T (ℓ 1 ) distribution that is very hard, as expected from the decay pattern of Eq. (5.2), which provides an extra way to increase the significance. For example, a selection of 200 GeV on the leading slepton transverse momentum would suppress the total number of background events to 250, for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb −1 , whereas the number of signal events drops to 72, 63, 235 and 38 for the BP1, BP2, BP3 and BP4 scenarios respectively. This improves the significance for BP4 to about 2.3σ. Our analysis hence clearly suggests that LRSUSY sleptons with masses of around 800 GeV could be accessible at the current run of the LHC with a luminosity that is as low as 50 fb −1 , provided the W R -boson mass is around 3 TeV. We have verified that for the second signature of Eq. (5.4), there is a marked suppression in the number of selected signal events, so that any potentially visible excess would require a significantly higher integrated luminosity. The impact of a typical analysis strategy is shown in Table 5 , the selection requiring the presence of at least two charged leptons. The second lepton is constrained to be harder than 40 GeV and the transverse mass for this second lepton and the missing momentum is required to be larger than 50 GeV.
Collider consequences of the LSP nature in LRSUSY models
For LRSUSY scenarios with a bino-dominated LSP, charged sleptons and sneutrinos both decay into the neutralino LSP and either a lepton or a RH neutrino with a large branching fraction. The RH neutrino then decays into an ℓjj system so that the full decay chain is connected with a signature that includes two leptons, two jets and missing transverse energy. In the case where sneutrinos cannot decay into a ν Rχ 0 1 final state, they instead decay invisibly to a ν Lχ 0 1 system which does not yield any multileptonic final state. As a result of the decay tables of our benchmarks, decay modes exhibiting three or more leptons are rare and the corresponding number of events amounts to about 10% of the number of dilepton events. The situation is slightly different for scenarios where the LSP is a sneutrino. One expects lepton-enriched final states, as intermediate charginos that can be produced in the longer decay chains lead to additional leptons (like for the BP1 point). In this case, the number of events featuring three leptons amounts to 20 − 30% of the number of expected dilepton events. With a luminosity of 100 fb −1 , this number is however too small to get any statistically-significant way to distinguish a sneutrino LSP scenario from the corresponding neutralino LSP scenario. However, there is hope for the high-luminosity phase of the LHC, as for the study of the rarer same-sign dilepton signature that seems very unlikely to yield any visible signals at the low-luminosity phase of the LHC.
LRSUSY sneutrino LSP scenarios present also a very different phenomenology from the corresponding MSSM scenarios where the MSSM is extended by RH neutrino superfields. In this last case, the Lagrangian includes Dirac mass terms for the neutrinos and the lightest stau is often close in mass to the sneutrino. Due to the small associated Yukawa coupling, the lightest stau is long-lived [68] , which contrasts with our scenarios where the stau is much heavier than the sneutrinos (see Eqs. (2.11), (2.14) and (2.15)). In LRSUSY, the next-to-lightest superpartner (NLSP) turns thus out to be another particle, and the presence of larger couplings of the sneutrino to the other particles guarantees that the NLSP is typically not long-lived.
The LHC is expected in general to be more sensitive to LRSUSY realizations with a sneutrino LSP than for MSSM setups with a RH neutrino. Equivalently, higher superpartner masses could be reached. In the MSSM, multileptonic final states arise from electroweakino decays that can be either directly produced or indirectly produced from squark and gluino decays [55, 69, 70] . The production rate of electroweakinos with masses lying beyond 1 TeV is however small, whereas the presence of the RH gauge sector in LRSUSY enhances it, at least if the W R -boson mass is not much greater than 3 TeV. Corresponding events feature, in addition, a larger amount of missing transverse momentum and at least one very hard lepton, which helps to suppress the SM background.
Summary and conclusions
In this work we investigated the phenomenology of right-sneutrinos in LRSUSY models. The RH neutrino superfields being part of a doublet, the expectations are different from those of models with singlet neutrino superfields. We studied the impact of having an LSP RH sneutrino and shown that it could be a viable DM candidate satisfying all cosmological constraints. In particular, the DM annihilation cross section does not need any specific enhancement to accommodate the relic abundance observations. The only coupling responsible for DM annihilation in the early Universe is a gauge coupling and there is a wide range of sneutrino masses yielding a correct relic density.
We devised four benchmarks for our comparative study of LRSUSY scenarios with a sneutrino and with a neutralino LSP, two benchmarks featuring a right-sneutrino LSP, and two a neutralino LSP. We considered two values of the W R -boson mass, chosen to agree with limits stemming from dijet measurements at the LHC. In addition, the benchmarks have been imposed to satisfy dark matter constraints, experimental mass limits and the measurements of several low-energy observables.
We investigated the LHC phenomenology of our LRSUSY scenarios, focusing on a LRSUSY signal originating from resonant slepton production via a W R -boson exchange and containing one or more charged leptons and missing transverse momentum. For optimistic scenarios with a light W R boson whose mass is 2.7 TeV, we have shown that the transverse mass of the lepton/missing momentum systems, the missing transverse energy and the transverse momenta of the final-state leptons are suitable observables to differentiate the signal from the background even with a low LHC luminosity of 100 fb −1 , both for scenarios with a sneutrino and with a neutralino LSP. For benchmarks with a heavier W R boson with a mass equal to 3.5 TeV, the discovery of the signal would require a slightly higher integrated luminosity, which the LHC should be able to attain within a few years of running.
Turning to signatures featuring more than two leptons, we have found that the associated signal rates are lower than the dilepton one by about 20-30%. This contrasts with neutralino LSP scenarios where this number goes down to about 10%. Using these probes for distinguishing different LRSUSY setups therefore requires the high-luminosity phase of the LHC. Sneutrino LSP in left-right supersymmetry scenarios also reveal significant differences with sneutrino LSP setups in supersymmetric realizations where the MSSM is extended by a gauge-singlet neutrino superfield. The mass difference between the stau and the sneutrino is larger in LRSUSY, and the stau here is in general neither the NLSP, nor long-lived.
Considering right sneutrino as the DM candidate in LRSUSY realizations presents novel features in the particle spectrum, the corresponding dark matter analysis and the subsequent collider signals. In particular, we propose that a resonantly-enhanced slepton production cross section, otherwise overlooked in typical LRSUSY signals, allows for an improved sensitivity to heavier slepton searches at the LHC. This also constitutes a promising supersymmetric signal of physics beyond the MSSM. partially supported by funding available from the Department of Atomic Energy, Government of India, for the Regional Centre for Accelerator-based Particle Physics (RECAPP) at the Harish-Chandra Research Institute, and BF has been supported in part by French state funds managed by the Agence Nationale de la Recherche (ANR), in the context of the LABEX ILP (ANR-11-IDEX-0004-02, ANR-10-LABX-63).
